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This paper describes a systematic way of enabling of developers and designers to build
information-communication systems successfully with speech technologies, such as speech
synthesis and speech recognition. As the results of this work, application systems of speech
technologies can be used easily for everyone. This work also describes four research projects
including the development of speech applications and the evaluations of speech interfaces,
which are performed based on the proposed methodology.
This paper consists of following chapters.
The rst chapter proposes \the principles of interfaces," consists of (1) basic principles,
(2) organization principles, and (3) adoption principles, which are based on the fundamental
theories of human-machine interactions. The most important hypothesis of this work is that
these principles are indispensable for accomplishing the projects to investigate on various
human interface systems with speech technologies.
The following four chapters show the eectiveness of proposed principles, which comes
along with the eectiveness of speech technologies and importance of designs and evaluations
of speech interfaces.
One of the application systems proposed here is the S-tgif multimodal drawing system,
which uses isolated speech command recognition, mouse and keyboard. Using speech recog-
nition with the application, average operation time or the number of command inputs can
be reduced.
Another proposed system is the AVM asynchronous voice messaging system. The system
displays the voice message as the threaded written words. The user can manipulate voice
messages just as if they are text messages. If the participant wants to quote or annotate
to a message, the user has only to play the sound and barge into the message while it is
playing. Such user interface increases the usefulness of the voice-mail system.
Other two projects are related to the evaluations of speech interface systems.
One of the projects proposed an improvement of the dual-task method to measure the
6workload of spoken dialog tasks. In this method, subjects play a game using visual display
and keyboard input. We evaluated the eectiveness of our method with a word shadowing
task and a spoken dialog application. Our method can measure relatively small workload
dierences, such as in word shadowing tasks, which are dicult to measure with the previous
works. Also, our method can identify positions in the dialogs which cause some users
signicant diculty.
Another project was related to the ultra fast speech for the computer application of
persons with visual disability. For the evaluation of such speech, consideration of learning
eect of the listener is important. In this research, the learning eects of listening to ultra
fast speech with the control of word familiarity were investigated with the considerations
of (1) the changes of the familiarity condition during the experiments, and (2) existence or
nonexistence of instructions of the familiarity. The experiments to observe the intelligibility
and mental workload were performed, using the speech with the speed of approximately
21 mora per second. The results supported the hypothesis that the intelligibility increases
and mental workload decreases if the listener is aware of high word familiarity because the
access to mental lexicon is promoted.
The chapter 6 describes the various research projects related to the interface principles,
which give the perspectives of human-machine interactions and applications of speech tech-
nology.
The most important contribution of this work is discussed in last chapter, which is the
separation of general human interface principles and utilization of speech technologies. The
well-organized principles naturally give the guidelines for designing and evaluating interface
systems with various applications, modalities and devices. Speech technology is one of the
applications of the principles.
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2.2 S-tgif ???????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
3.1 ????????????????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
3.2 ????????????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
3.3 AVM??? BBS??????????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
3.4 AVM ??????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
4.1 2????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
4.2 4????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
4.3 ??????????????? (msec)? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
4.4 ?????????????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
5.1 FW03?????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
5.2 ?? 1????????WWL????WWL??????????????
???? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
5.3 ?? 1????WWL?N-WWL, AWL???????????? . . . . . . 82
5.4 ?? 2???? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
5.5 ?? 2?????????? (%)???????????? . . . . . . . . . . 88
5.6 ?? 2????N-WWL???????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
5.7 ?? 2????????????????????**? p < 0:01, *? p < 0:05?
ns??????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
5.8 ?? 2 ???????? N-WWL ??????????**? p < 0:01, *?
p < 0:05?+? p < 0:10?ns??????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
6.1 ?????????????????????????? . . . . . . . . . . . 106
16
6.2 ??????????????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107
6.3 ??????????? Reject ?????? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107



























































?? n   1 ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? S ?? D ?????????
????????
TPOS = IM log2(D=S + 0:5)
IM = 100[70  120]msec=bits
?????????????(Fitts's law) [7]????????????????
1.2.3 ??? 7?????



























































































































































































































































?? ???? ?? 1 ?? 2 ?? 3 ?? 4
(1a) ???? ? ? ?
(1b) ???? ? ?
(2a) ????????? ? ?
(2b) ??????? ? ?
(3a) ???????? ? ?
(3b) ?????????? ?
(4a) ?????????? ? ? ?
(4b) ?????????? ?
(5a) ????? ? ?
(5b) ????? ? ? ? ?
(5c) ??? ? ?
(6a) ????? ? ? ?
(6b) ????? ? ?
(7a) ??????? ? ?





















? VLSI CAD ????????????????????????????????????


















































?????????????????? HMM ????? 80 ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? X?????? Tgif ????
2.3.2 ???























1 ????????????? 2 ??????????????????????????
(S-tgif????) ???????????????????? (Tgif????) ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? 2 ?????? G1; G2 ??????2 ???? A,B ??
?????? G1 ?????????????????? A???????????????









???????????????? (i)?????????? (j)???????? (k)??
??????? (l)????????? (2.1)??????????Schee????????
??? 95%???????????  ????"ijkl ????????
xijkl =   i  j  k  l  "ijkl (2.1)
c. ?????
????????????????????????????? 2.1 ????????? 1
?? 5????????????????????????????????? 5???5??
??3????1????????????? 6???????? 1?? 5??????????
?????????
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b. ? 1?????: ????????????? 1?????????????? 16??
???
c. ??: S-tgif ?????????????? 1?????????? 1????? 3??
?? 30????????????????????????????
d. ? 2?????: 1?????????? 2??????????????? 1????
??????????? 8??????????????????????????? 1??
??????????
e. ??: ??????????????2???????? S-tgif????????????






























? 2.3 ???????????????? 95%?????
? 2.2 S-tgif ????????
?? ??? (??)
? 1? ? 2? ? 3? ??
1 ?????? 3.88 4.25 4.50 4.21
(0.70) (0.79) (0.29) (0.61)
2 ?????? 4.25 4.25 4.13 4.21
(0.50) (0.50) (0.41) (0.43)
3 ???????? 3.13 3.50 3.50 3.38
(0.98) (0.57) (0.57) (0.68)
4 ???????? 3.75 3.75 3.88 3.79
(1.07) (0.21) 0.98) (0.69)
5 ?????? 4.00 4.25 3.88 4.04















































































































*1 Synchronized Multimedia, http://www.w3.org/AudioVideo/ ?? SMIL ??????????????




1way Internet Radio Radio Archive
Music Archive














































































































?????????????????????WWW ?????? HTTP*3 ? GET??
? PUT??????????URL ? path ??????????????????????
??????? room1 ? AVML ??????????? /room1/text/avml ? path ???





*2 Extensible Markup Language, http://www.w3.org/XML/




<segment mesid="1" sender="nishi" playtime="0"
mestime="0" length="1.5" indent="0">







































































































AVM ?????? Voyager ? Microsoft Visual C++ ????????????????
?????? Windows98 ???????????HTTP ????????????????
BISP ????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????




















BBS ???????????? WWW ???????????????????????
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??10????????????????????????? 10?? 5??? 2??????











???????????????? 3.3 ??????????????????? 3.5 ????
AVM????????????????????????????????????????
???????????BBS????????????????????????














??? 1000 ?????????? 50 ?????????????????????????
????????????????? BBS???????????????????????
































?? 5 ??????? 3.4 ? BBS ????? AVM ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
??? 3.4 ????e????? BBS ?????????????????????????
AVM?????????????

































































































?? [44, 45] ?



































?????????? 4.1 ???? 4.2 ???????????? 2???? 4?????
????????????????????????? 1?????????????????






???? 20?25???? 9??? 1????????? 5??? A, B? 2?????A?




















4. ???? 4?????????? (8?)
5. ??
6. 2??????????????














? 4.3 ??????????????? (msec)?
??? 2???? 4???? ???
A1 542 1191 **
A2 458 589 **
A3 486 675 **
A4 496 683 **
A5 426 562 **
B1 695 1060 **
B2 401 418 -
B3 523 868 **
B4 712 941 **






??????????????Nuance Voice Web Server (VWS) ?????*1???????
??????????????????????????????????????????
??? Pingtel Instant Xpressa *2 ???? VWS ???????????
























????????S5 ???????????????? S6 ????
S6: ????????? ??????????????????????????
4.5.3 ????









?? 16?22????????????????????? 1.2???? 5?????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? R ?????? 5??????? R0 ?
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? 4.3 ??????????????????? R????????? R0??
???






?????????????? (S1?S6)? 2????? R0 ??????????????
?????? (F=2.42) ???????????????????????????????
?????????????? [46, 47]??????????????????????? 4.5
????????????????????? 4.4??????? F???????????
??????????????? C1, C2??? S2????????????? C4, C5???
S5???????????????????????????????
4.5.5 ??
? 4.4?????????? S2??? S5???????????????????????
???????????? [39, 40] ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
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? 4.4 ????????? (msec)??????????
? 4.4 ??????????????????
??? F? p ???
C1 F(5,177)=3.380 p=.0061 **
C2 F(5,244)=7.222 p<.0001 **
C3 F(5,151)=1.591 p=.1658
C4 F(5,157)=3.010 p=.0127 *



















































































?????? [48, 49] ????
?????????????????????????????????????????


































?????????????? [53, 54] ????????????????? 5000?????
????????????????????1?2????????????????????
?????????????































?????? 0???? 4?????????????????????????????? 4








































































S1; S2; :::; S6 ??????? (1?6)? R1; R2; :::; R6 ??????????? W1;W2; :::;W6
?















FW03?????????? (F)???? H/L ? 2????? (S)???? 1/2? 2??
????????????
 FH : ???? 7.0-5.5
 FL : ???? 2.5-1.0
 S1 : FW03??????????
 S2 : Adobe Audition 2.0 ? 2?????
FH-S1, FH-S2, FL-S1, FL-S2 ? 4 ???FW03 ????????????? 50 ????
???????????????????S1??????????? FW03 ????? 1?
??48kHz??????, 16bit, ???????????????S2???????? Adobe
Audition 2.0 ???????????? 200%??????????????????????
???????????S1 ??? S2 ?????????? 5.3 ??????10.8 ?????
??????? FH ? FL ?????????????????????





??????????????? 2??????????? FH-S1, FH-S2, FL-S1, FL-S2
???????? FL-S1, FL-S2, FH-S1, FH-S2 ??????????











?????????????? 4???????(1) 50??????????????? 10
????(2) 6??????????????(3) ????????????? 5???????
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? 5.2 NASA-TLX??????????????????????
? 5.2 ?? 1????????WWL????WWL??????????????????
Task Intelligibility WWL N-WWL
FL-S1 97.4 (1.6) 53.1 (12.9) 47.1 (4.2)
FL-S2 65.8 (7.5) 63.5 (12.9) 64.9 (2.4)
FH-S1 99.8 (0.6) 47.9 (14.6) 39.8 (3.8)






????????WWL? 4???????????? 50??? 10??????WWL(?
? N-WWL???)?? 5.5?????????? 10??????????????????
? 5.2 ????JavaScript-STAR[47] ?????????????????????????
???? (P < 0:01; F = 140:24)????????? FL-S2 ??? 3??????????
????????
WWL ??? N-WWL ????????????? (P < 0:01; F = 24:13 ??? F =
49:09) ???????? NASA-TLX ? 6 ?????????????????????
? (Average Workload, AWL ???) ????????????????????????

























? 5.4 ?? 1?????????????WWL?????????
(P < 0:01; F = 32:77) ????????????????????????? 5.3 ??? (*















































? 5.3 ?? 1????WWL?N-WWL, AWL????????????
Conditions WWL N-WWL AWL
FL-S1 < FL-S2 * * *
FL-S1 > FH-S1 * * *
FL-S1 = FH-S2
FL-S2 > FH-S1 * * *
FL-S2 > FH-S2 * * *


















? 2????????? 4?????????? 8??????????
5.4.2 ??????
FW03??????????????????????????????????????
? 4.0 ?????? 21 ?????????????????????? 48kHz ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????
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? 5.4 ?? 2????
? ?? ??? Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 ??
G1 ?? L-L-L FL-V1 FL-V2 FL-V3 16
G2 ?? H-H-L FH-V4 FH-V5 FL-V3 15
G3 ?? L-L-H FL-V1 FL-V2 FH-V6 14
G4 ?? H-H-H FH-V4 FH-V5 FH-V6 14
G5 ?? L-L-L FL-V1 FL-V2 FL-V3 8
G6 ?? H-H-L FH-V4 FH-V5 FL-V3 8
G7 ?? L-L-H FL-V1 FL-V2 FH-V6 7














????? 5.4???? 8??????????? 3???????????????FL?
?? FH?????????????????????????????????? (FL:V1?
V3, FH:V4?V6, ????? 50 ??) ??????????? G1 ? FW03 ???????
1.0?2.5? 3????? FL-V1, FL-V2, FL-V3 ????????????????????
???????????????*3?
1? 1????? PC (Microsoft Windows XP)??????? (Panasonic RP-H750-S)?


























????????? G4?? G8???????????? H-H-H????????????
??????????????????
??????? N-WWL???????????? 5.8?????? L-L-L??? G1??
G5 ???????????????????????????? H-H-L ??? G2 ?? G6
???????????????????????????? L-L-H??? G3?? G7???
?????????????????????????????? H-H-H??? G4?? G8
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????







 ???????????????????? (FH)??? (FL)???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????


































?? 2????????? G1-G4? G5-G8?????????????????????
????????????????????????
?? 2????? G1-G4? 4????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????





































? 5.5 ?? 2?????????? (%)????????????
Group Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3
G1: L-L-L 54.7 (6.8) 62.1 (6.9) 62.2 (8.2)
G2: H-H-L 79.2 (5.6) 80.2 (3.9) 64.1 (6.0)
G3: L-L-H 55.1 (6.3) 62.4 (5.7) 83.8 (6.4)
G4: H-H-H 71.5 (8.1) 74.6 (10.3) 84.8 (4.6)
G5: L-L-L 53.6 (6.8) 61.4 (7.5) 62.9 (6.8)
G6: H-H-L 77.6 (5.4) 79.1 (7.7) 64.6 (5.8)
G7: L-L-H 51.6 (6.8) 58.5 (6.3) 83.3 (6.5)
G8: H-H-H 71.5 (6.6) 74.9 (6.9) 78.1 (12.4)
? 5.6 ?? 2????N-WWL????????????
Group Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3
G1: L-L-L 49.2 (10.8) 51.0 (9.6) 49.8 (9.4)
G2: H-H-L 48.5 (8.6) 43.0 (7.1) 58.6 (7.1)
G3: L-L-H 50.5 (6.7) 55.2 (9.2) 44.3 (10.6)
G4: H-H-H 58.3 (9.0) 49.4 (7.9) 42.4 (5.4)
G5: L-L-L 46.8 (10.4) 54.9 (4.1) 48.4 (11.8)
G6: H-H-L 46.8 (9.4) 50.8 (7.0) 52.5 (12.1)
G7: L-L-H 55.0 (8.2) 54.7 (5.9) 40.3 (7.4)
G8: H-H-H 49.8 (10.2) 54.0 (8.3) 46.2 (9.9)
? 5.7 ?? 2????????????????????**? p < 0:01, *? p < 0:05?ns
???????
Group F? T1-T2 T1-T3 T2-T3
G1 (L-L-L) F = 30:45 ** < * < *
G2 (H-H-L) F = 75:88 ** > * > *
G3 (L-L-H) F = 260:55 ** < * < * < *
G4 (H-H-H) F = 23:06 ** < * < *
G5 (L-L-L) F = 38:26 ** < * < *
G6 (H-H-L) F = 25:05 ** > * > *
G7 (L-L-H) F = 150:81 ** < * < * < *
G8 (H-H-H) F = 2:11 ns
89
? 5.8 ?? 2 ???????? N-WWL ??????????**? p < 0:01, *? p <
0:05?+? p < 0:10?ns???????
Group F? T1-T2 T1-T3 T2-T3
G1 (L-L-L) F = 0:08 ns
G2 (H-H-L) F = 9:96 ** < * < *
G3 (L-L-H) F = 3:28 + > *
G4 (H-H-H) F = 9:53 ** > * > *
G5 (L-L-L) F = 0:97 ns
G6 (H-H-L) F = 0:42 ns
G7 (L-L-H) F = 5:43 * > * > *
















































































































































































































































































































































????????(SE1)23 ???????(SE1)24 ???????(SE1)25 ?????
???????????????SE2)
U: ???????

























































































???????? NEC Tokin ? 3D ????????MDP-A3U9S ??????????
 ???? (X?) ???? : ? 180 deg
 ???? (Y?) ???? : ? 90 deg
 ??? (Z?) ???? : ? 180 deg
 ??????? : USB 1.1
 ???? : 20 mm  20 mm  15 mm
 ?? : 6 g








































































































































??????????? 1 ?? 2 ????????????????D 1?????????
???????????????????????d ???????????????????
???t ????????????????????? 0 ????
? 6.7??????????????? 5 ???????????????Accept??????





?? API?????Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 ????????????????????
????????Microsoft Windows XP????




















????? 3??? 4???????????????? 6.1???????? 10,11,12??
? Reject?????????? B?????????? 5????????? 6.1?????







2. ???? 1 ??????????????????????????
3. ??????????????????????????????????
4. ???????????????????????????????? PC??????




1 1 ? ??? ? 1 T - T 0 ? t 0 ???????
2 1 ? 2 ???? 1 ????D - D 0 ????? d 0 ??????
T - T 0 ? t 0 ???????
3 1 ? 1 ???? 1,2 ????T - T 0 ? t 0 ???????
4 1 ? ??? ? 1 ???? 1,2,3 ?????
5 2 ? 3 T - T 1 ? t 1 ???????
6 2 ? ??? ? 1 ???? 5 ????D - D 1 ????? d 1 ???????
7 2 ? 2 ???? 5,6 ?????
8 3 ? 4 D - D 2 ????? d 2 ???????
9 3 ? 3 ???? 8 ????T - T 2 ? t 2 ???????
10 3 ? ??? ? 1 ???? 8,9 ?????
11 4 ? ??? ? 1 T - T 0 ? t 2 ???????
12 4 ? ??? ? 1 ???? 11 ????T - T 2 ? t 3 ???????
13 4 ? 5 ???? 11,12 ????D - D 3 ? d 3 ???????
14 4 ? 4 ???? 11,12,13 ?????
15 5 ? ??? ? 1 ???
? 6.8 ????????????????????




??? 74 ???????????????????????? 21??? 25???????
?????????????????? 8???? 6???? 2??????
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? 6.2 ???????????????
?? Positive ?? Doubtful
?? Positive 296 0
?? Doubtful 0 296
? 6.3 ??????????? Reject ??????
Positive Doubtful
??? A ? Reject 49 160
??? A ? Reject 48 190
6.5.7 ????
8?????????????????? 35???????????????? 4?????
????? 1????? 74 ??????????????????????????????
??? 6.2???????Reject ???????????????? 6.3????
? 6.2????? Positive?Doubtful ????????????????????????
?????
? 6.3 ????? Doubtful ? Positive ??? Reject ????????????????
????? Reject ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? Reject ???????????
?????? Reject ????? 6.9 ????Reject ?????????????????
??????????? 1 ?????? 205 ??????????????????????
Reject ???????????????????????????????????????
???
????????????????Reject ????????? 2 ?????? 5 ?????
???????????????????? 6.10????????????????????
??????????













































































? 6.11 ??? A ?????? Reject ?????
?????????????????????????? 5 ???????????????
?????????? 6.11?????????? mys ? Reject ???????? 6.12??
??? 6.12????????????? Reject ??????????
??? A ???????????? Reject ???? 20.0 ?, 4.6 ???????????





















? 6.12 ??? mys ? Reject ???????
Reject ????????????




































????????????????GNU Emacs ???????????????? Apple










































































































??????????????????????? DAISY (Digital Accessible Information

















































??????VoiceXML??? Plum Voice Portal?????PHP????????????
??????????? VoiceXML ????????????????? VoiceXML ???


































































































































































?????????????????????? 2009??? Ruby on Rails ???????
???????????Web???*2??????????????????????????














































???????????? JIS X8341-3:2010 ????????? NVDA ?????????
???
















????????????? (ISTC) *5 ???????????????????????




??????????World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) ????????MMI????
???????????
????????????? Model, View, Controller (MVC) ????????????
??Model ???????????????????????????View ???????































4?:??????? VoiceXML ? FIA ??????? HTML ? form ??
3?:???????? SMIL 2.0 ????, XISL ?????????
2?:????????????? SVG ? rect ???VoiceXML ? prompt ??? SSML,
SALT ? listen ????


















































































































































Shneiderman [14] ? \Eight Golden Rules of Interface Design"????????????
????????????????????????????????????
1. ?????????????Strive for consistency.
2. ??????????????????????Enable frequent users to use shortcuts.
3. ????????????????Oer informative feedback.
4. ??????????????????Design dialog to yield closure.
5. ??????????????????Oer simple error handling.
6. ?????????????????Permit easy reversal of actions.
7. ????????????????????Support internal locus of control.




























Weinschenk ???? [69] ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????
 Chapter 9 - Laws of Interface Design
 Chapter 10 - Speech Guidelines
 Chapter 11 - Userbility Processes and Techniques
 Chapter 12 - Universal Design
Chapter 10 ? Errors ??????????????????????????????
 ??????????????????use specic error messages
 ???????????limit background noise
135
 ???????????????????allow the user to turn o the input device
 ???????????????provide an undo capability
 ????????????use an auditory icon
 ???????????????????????????use multi-modal cues for
errors if appropriate
 ????????????consider oering replay
 ?????????????????????don't assume people hear everything
???????????????????????????????? Errors, Feedback,




















NC State University, The Center for Universal Design ??????????????*2?
????????????? 7???*3?????????????????????????
*2 Bettye Rose Connell, Mike Jones, Ron Mace, Jim Mueller, Abir Mullick, Elaine Ostro, Jon Sanford,














 ?? 1: ??????????????
 ?? 2: ????????????
 ?? 3: ??????????????
 ?? 4: ????????????????
 ?? 5: ?????????????????????????
 ?? 6: ????????????????????????????

















































































???????? 1993??? 1996???????? ?????????? ??????
???????????????1996??? 2002??????????? ???? ????




??????????????????????(???? HC92-68)????? ?? ?, ??
?? ?, ?? ?? ??????????????????????? S-tgif?????? ?
? ?, ?? ?? ?, ?? ?? ????????????
??????????? AVM???????????????? ?? ?, ?? ?? ?, ?
? ?? ?, ?? ?? ?????????????? AVM???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????
?????????????????????? ?? ?, ?? ?? ?, ?? ?? ????
?????????????????????????????????? ????????
??????????????????????????????????? ?? ?? ??
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ?? ?? ??????????? ?? ??
????????????????????????????
????????? ?? ?? ??????????????????????? ?? ?
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ?? ?? ???????? NASA-TLX??
????????????????????? ?? ?? ????????????????
????????????????? ?? ?? ??????? ??? ?? ????? ??
??????????????????? ?? ?? ??????????? ?? ?? ???
?????????????????????????????
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??????????????????? ??? ????? ?? ????? ??? ???
?? ?? ????? ?? ????? ?? ????? ?? ??, ?? ?? ????? ??
???? ?? ????? ?? ????????????????????????????
???? ?? ?? ?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????












???????? (2005??????? ?? ???????????) ??????????
?????????????????????????????
???????????? 21?? COE??????????????????????





???????????????Linux, Galatea Toolkit, ???????? Julius, ????
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